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The /,lti-Unit Spectroscopic BHplorer _/USB` is an integral-aield spectrograph aor the BSO Very Large Telescope. 
Aater completion oa the 4inal Design ReWiew in S00V, /USB is now in its man,aact,re and assemFly phase. To achieWe 
a relatiWe large aield-oa-Wiew with aine spatial sampling, /USB aeat,res SQ identical spectrograph-detector ,nits. The 
acceptance tests oa the detector s,F-systems, the design and man,aact,re oa the caliFration ,nit and the deWelopment oa 
the Data Red,ction Soatware aor /USB are ,nder the responsiFility oa the AI?. The optical design oa the spectrograph 
implies strict tolerances on the alignment oa the detector systems to minimi%e aFerrations. As part oa the acceptance 
testing, all SQ detector systems, deWeloped Fy BSO, are mo,nted to a /USB reaerence spectrograph, which is ill,minated 
Fy a set oa precision pinholes. Th,s the Fest aoc,s is determined and the image U,ality oa the spectrograph-detector 
s,Fsystem across waWelength and aield angle is meas,red.   

 

:#;<,*/0= Integral-aield spectroscopy, YD-spectroscopy, caliFration, spectrographs: /USB, VLT  
 

>? @A!8BC39!@BA 
The /,lti Unit Spectroscopic BHplorer /USB d1e is one oa the second-generation instr,ments aor the Very Large 
Telescope _VLT` in Chile, which Felongs to the B,ropean So,thern OFserWatory _BSO`. 4or an integral aield 
spectrograph _I4S`, it oaaers a wide aield oa Wiew oa 1 arcminS. ComFined with a spatial sampling oa 0.S arcseconds, this 
res,lts in a total oa V0,000 spatial elements or spaHels. D,ring an eHpos,re, a spectr,m ranging arom QO]nm to VY0nm is 
prod,ced aor each spaHel. As to record this large amo,nt oa inaormation, the total aield oa Wiew is split into s,F-aields airst 
and then directed to two do%en indiWid,al spectrographs that operate in parallel.  
The mafor aim oa this eaaort is to oFtain spectra oa Wery distant galaHies as to st,dy the progenitors oa normal nearFy 
galaHies o,t to redshiats % oa aro,nd O. These galaHies are eHtremely aaint and thereaore re U,ire the large light collecting 
power oa the VLT, a high instr,mental thro,ghp,t and long integration times. To reach al,H leWels oa a aew 10-1Verg s-1 

cm-S, which is an order oa magnit,de more sensitiWe than what c,rrently can Fe achieWed with narrow Fand imaging, long 
integration times _oa aro,nd 80 ho,rs per aield` will Fe reU,ired, imposing high staFility and good caliFration onto the 
instr,ment. Th,s caliFration proced,res, the spectrograph transmission and the image U,ality as well as the treatment oa 
the res,lting data are oa great importance to achieWe the science goals.  
 
This amFitio,s profect is carried o,t Fy a consorti,m oa seWen mafor B,ropean research instit,tes, led Fy the Centre de 
Recherche AstrophysiU,e de Lyon _CRAL`. 4,rther partners are the LaForatoire dgAstrophysiU,e de To,lo,se-TarFes, 
_LATT`, the Instit,t a[r Astrophysik Gottingen _IAG`, the Astrophysikalisches Instit,t ?otsdam _AI?`, the Leiden 
OFserWatory _NOVA`, the Instit,te aor Astronomy at BT9, and the B,ropean So,thern OFserWatory _BSO-ODT`.  
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The work-packages are distriF,ted in s,ch a way, that the eHisting eHpertise oa the partners is ,sed at Fest. CRAL 
manages the profect, is in charge oa the integration oa the oWerall instr,ment and aor the deWelopment oa the 
spectrographs. IAG F,ilds the instr,ment main str,ct,re and the splitting and relay optics that aeed the indiWid,al 
spectrographs. The optical detector team oa BSO proWides the SQ CCD detector Wessels with controllers, and the Wac,,m 
and cryogenic system to operate these.  LATT designs the aore-optics and is in charge oa the /USB instr,ment control 
electronics. AI? deWeloped the caliFration ,nit, ,ndertakes the detector system acceptance testing and is in charge oa the 
data red,ction pipeline. The contriF,tion oa NOVA is GALACSI, the adaptiWe optics system ,pstream oa the act,al 
/USB instr,ment.  
All teams, incl,ding BT9, are engaged with oFserWational and theoretical astrophysicists to deWelop and eHploit the 
scientiaic ,se oa /USB.  
 
This paper aoc,ses on the deWelopment oa the caliFration ,nit and the acceptance testing oa the detector s,Fsystems as 
these are the mafor hardware-related contriF,tions Fy AI?.  
 

D? !E5 2345 @A4!8325A!  
To proWide an integral-aield with relatiWe large si%e, high spatial resol,tion and Froad waWelength coWerage, /USB dSe 
,ses a mod,lar str,ct,re oa SQ identical aield-,nits, each one consisting oa an adWanced mirror-Fased slicer, a a,lly 
rearactiWe spectrograph and a CCD detector with 1O million piHels. To aeed these ,nits, a series oa aore-optics and 
splitting and relay optics is needed to de-rotate, to anamorphic magniay and to split the sU,are aield oa Wiew into SQ s,F-
aields. These s,F-aields are relayed ,sing a set oa mirrors to g,ide the light into the spectrographs. The entire instr,ment 
is placed on the Nasmyth plataorm oa the VLT _see aig,re 1`. 4or staFility reasons, the instr,ment main str,ct,re is a 
monolithic Flock that ho,ses all SQ aield-,nit in an arrangement oa Q rows oa O ,nits each. A so-called eHtension Feam 
aFoWe the main str,ct,re proWides the mechanical interaace aor the aore-optics, consisting oa de-rotator, wide- and 
narrow-aield magniaication optics, the instr,ment main sh,tter and the image splitter. The caliFration ,nit _CU resides on 
top oa the eHtension Feam.  AO correction will Fe peraormed Fy the VLT deaormaFle secondary mirror. 4o,r sodi,m 
laser g,ide stars are ,sed, pl,s a nat,ral star aor tipjtilt correction.  
The instr,ment concept and science goals are descriFed in detail in dYe. This paper descriFes the design and deWelopment 
stat,s oa the caliFration ,nit and the airst peraormance Walidations oa the detector s,Fsystem. Other aspects oa the 
instr,ment are descriFed in more detail in a series oa papers dQ-Ve in this iss,e, while ,p-to-date inaormation can Fe ao,nd 
at the /USB weFsite d11e.  
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4ig,re 1: CAD Wiew oa the /USB instr,ment at the VLT Nasmyth plataorm dOe. 4rom the Nasmyth rotator, the light traWels thro,gh 
the aore-optics and is distriF,ted to the SQ spectrographs and recorded Fy as many detectors at the Fack oa the instr,ment. The 
caliFration ,nit sits on top oa the instr,ment.   

F? !E5 96G@786!@BA 3A@!  
The CaliFration Unit _CU`d10e oa /USB shall proWide the instr,ment with an inp,t Feam that mimics the Feam proWided 
Fy the telescope. The caliFration light so,rces incl,de Foth, a contin,,m so,rce to meas,re the instr,mental response 
and spectral arc lamps aor waWelength caliFration. In addition, the CU proWides precision masks aor image U,ality and 
geometrical caliFration oa the instr,ment. The CU infects the light at the Wery aront end oa the instr,ment, immediately 
aater the telescope aocal plane, so that the caliFration light aollows the same path as the light arom the telescope thro,gh 
all optical components oa /USB.     

In essence the CU aeat,res:   

! Vario,s caliFration light so,rces _CLS` aor white light and spectral ill,mination.   

! An integrating sphere _CUis` aor homogeno,s ill,mination _to sim,late a alataield screen`. 

! A caliFration relay lens _CUrl` to mimic the VLT Feam _,sing a telescope oFfectiWe`.  

! A aold mirror _CUam` to aold the Feam.  

! A set oa precision masks at CU aocal plane _aor image U,ality caliFration`.   

! A caliFration pick-,p mirror _CUpm` to insert the CU Feam into /USB.  
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The aim oa the caliFration ,nit is to mimic at Fest the VLT Nasmyth aoc,s arom the optical point oa Wiew, and thereaore 
proWide the /USB spectrographs with a reaerence aield similar to what is eHpected arom the aield generated Fy the VLT. 
Optically, the VLT Nasmyth aoc,s can Fe descriFed Fy a limited amo,nt oa p,rely geometric parameters: 

! a Feam a-n,mFer oa 4jk l 1] _image-side`,  
! a telecentric system with a 8000mm entrance p,pil _the VLT primary mirror`  
! a 1S0 meter eaaectiWe aocal length 

4,rthermore, the caliFration ,nit optics has to proWide the same high U,ality imaging as the VLT.  
! achromatic system   
! a alat aield ill,mination in the image plane  
! across an image plane oa at least ]0mm diameter in physical si%e   

The alatness oa the aocal plane prod,ced Fy the caliFration ,nit and its si%e are oa critical importance. A set oa precision 
masks can Fe inserted at the location oa the CU aocal plane, e.g. ,sing pinholes to trace the ?S4 or line-masks to only 
ill,minate certain sections oa the oWerall aield as to eWal,ate aFerrations and straylight leWels.  
 
4or reasons oa aootprint _the image plane Feing located in the aocal plane oa the caliFration ,nit lens system`, it is 
necessary to peraorm a scaling oa the system, within keeping the same image plane geometric characteristics. Thereaore, 
the act,al caliFration ,nit lens system has the aollowing characteristics: 

! a Feam opening at 4jk l 1],  
! a telecentric system with a 80mm entrance p,pil _a stop located at the eHit oa an integrating sphere` 
! a 1S00 millimeter eaaectiWe aocal length _giWen Fy the caliFration relay lens`  
! a alat and telecentric image plane oa at least ]0mm diameter in si%e, corresponding to the maHim,m  
! the image aocal plane oa the lens 

This longit,dinal scaling oa the system characteristics proWide the caliFration system with parameters similar those oa the 
VLT Nasmyth aoc,s, as shown in aig,re S.  

 
4ig,re S: Sketch oa the CU optical concept. The top part shows the ray tracing aor the VLT, the Fottom part the CU Feam, ,sing an 
integrating sphere _leat` and a relay lens _center` to closely mimic the VLT Feam and to proWide a s,aaiciently large aocal plane _right`. 
 
Those general geometrical considerations lead to a paraHial approHimation oa the design as shown in aig,re Y. 
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4ig,re Y. Ray tracing thro,gh all elements oa the aolded Wersion oa the caliFration ,nit Feam _in the traWel direction oa the light`: arom 

the entrance p,pil plane _top right`, the relay lens, aold mirror, aocal plane, and the pick-,p mirror _lower leat` towards /USB.   
 
As the system is telecentric, all chiea rays are parallel, res,lting in a Wery limited ang,lar dependency oa the ill,mination, 
th,s in comFination with ,sing the eHit port oa an integrating sphere as inp,t p,pil plane, creating a good alat aield. 4or 
the CU lens three designs were eWal,ated, a singlet made oa BK^, an achromatic do,Flet made oa BK^j4S and an 
apochromatic triplet ,sing K]jCa4SjK]. D,e to the reU,irement to minimi%e the CU chromatics giWen that the realectiWe 
VLT is achromatic Fy deaa,lt, the triplet lens was chosen. The lens is s,pplied with a FroadFand anti-realection coating 
to aWoid any ghosts.  
 
4or practical reasons, especially regarding the high thermal dilatation coeaaicient oa Ca4S, the company aaFricating the 
lens _Lichtenknecker Optics` proposed an eU,iWalent air-spaced design, ,sing inarared Ohara glasses. The man,aact,ring 
tolerances are similar to commercial rearactor telescopes oa this si%e. The prescription data oa the design can Fe ao,nd in 
taFle 1. 

 
TaFle 1. ?rescription data oa the CU lens system dall distances are in millimeterse  

 
4.*1&%# 8&/(.0 !"(%J-#00 2&+#*(&' E&'1KC(&L#+#*  9,LL#-+ 
0 Inainity 111] Air 80 apert,re stop  
1 QSY.OS^ 1S.] S-BSL^ O^ lens s,raace 1 
S Y10.O10 1.QQO Air O^ lens s,raace S 
Y Y]Q.S10 SS S-4?L]Y O^ lens s,raace Y 
Q -Y1V.^00 0.10^ Air O^ lens s,raace Q 
] -YY^.Q]1 1S.] S-BSL^ O^ lens s,raace ] 
O -SO8Q.000 11O^.YYY Air O^ lens s,raace O 
^ Inainity   S] image plane 
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This design proWides the eHpected geometrical parameters, as stated in taFle S. 
 

TaFle S. System data oa the caliFration ,nit lens 
BaaectiWe aocal length 11VV.V mm 
Eorking 4jk 1Q.VV8 
?araHial image height SQ.^]mm _aor 1.18Sm aield` 
BHit p,pil position -1^110mm 

 
The relatiWe ill,mination at the aocal plane created Fy the CU optics shows a 0.Sn _peak-to-Walley` ill,mination Wariation 
only, a,lailling the reU,irements oa a alat aield across the si%e oa ]0mm _see aig,re Q`.  
 

 
4ig,re Q. RelatiWe ill,mination at the CU image plane, arom centre to edge oa aield.  

 
 
Ehile the CU image U,ality is a less important parameter, the design yields good spot diagrams as shown in aig,re ], 
which are compared to the ones oa the VLT in aig,re O. 
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4ig,re ]. Spotdiagrams at the CU aocal plane _FoH si%el0.0Omm` across waWelengths arom Fl,e _leat col,mn` to red _right col,mn` 
and aield angle arom centre _top row` to edge _Fottom row`. 4or comparison, the VLT Airy disk is shown as circle in each FoH.  

 

 
4ig,re O. Spotdiagrams at the VLT Nasmyth aocal plane _FoH si%el0.0Omm` across waWelengths arom Fl,e _leat col,mn` to red _right 
col,mn` and aield angle arom centre _top row` to edge _Fottom row`. 4or comparison, the Airy disk is shown as circle in each FoH.  

 
Apart arom the optical design, one oa the main challenge aor s,ch a Fig diameter lens consists in the practical aaFrication 
oa the lens and the design oa a mo,nt capaFle oa compensating the dilatation oa the glass aor the U,ite Froad a,nctional 
temperat,re range _-]mC to oS]mC` which may Fe enco,ntered d,ring transport, integration and operation oa the 
instr,ment. A modiaied sol,tion oa o,r design was proWided Fy the lens man,aact,rer _Lichtenknecker Optics` that 
compensates any thermal eaaects thro,gh spring-loading _see aig,re ^`. 
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4ig,re ^. CAD Wiew oa the mo,nt aor the apochromatic triplet, compensating any thermal eaaects.   

 

 

F?D 2#%"&-(%&' C#0(I-    

The entire CU is mo,nted onto a single mechanical s,pport _see aig,re 8`, called the eHtension Feam that sits on top oa 
the instr,ment main str,ct,re dOe.  
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4ig,re 8. CAD Wiew oa the /USB CU components mo,nted in the eHtension Feam that also ho,ses the aore-optics inside.  

 

F?F 9&'()*&+(,- G(I"+ 4,.*%#0  
 
The concept oa the CU allows aleHiFle comFinations oa ,p to O CaliFration Light So,rces _CLS` to Fe co,pled into the 
instr,ment. The design aoresees S contin,,m and Q spectra arc lamps that are into the CU integrating sphere in parallel. 
The light so,rces are located in indiWid,al ho,sings that are placed remotely within the electronics caFinet. In this way 
heat so,rces are kept away arom the instr,ment. The connection to the integrating sphere is done with a F,ndle oa light 
g,ides _aig,re V`. Th,s, it is possiFle to proWide a pmiHq oa ,p to O caliFration light so,rces in a single caliFration 
eHpos,re.  
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4ig,re V. The caliFration lamps ,nits are connected with light g,ides to the /USB CU d,ring al,H tests _leat`. The o,tp,t ends oa the 
light g,ides shine into the integrating sphere _right`, allowing  

 

F?M 9&'()*&+(,- 2&0J0  
 
The concept oa the CU allows the insertion oa Wario,s caliFration masks at the aocal plane _aig,re 10`. The operational 
masks are deained as aollows: a` sU,are aield mask aor Eide-4ield-/ode, F` circ,lar aield mask aor E4/og,ide aields, 
c` m,lti-pinhole mask aor ?S4 caliFration, d` slit mask aor spectra tracing, e` sU,are aield mask aor Narrow-4ield-/ode  

    
4ig,re 10: Leat: CAD Wiew oa the CU aront part, which incl,des the aold mirror, the mask wheel, and the pick-,p moWaFle mirror all 
mo,nted to a common plate. RightT Detailed CAD Wiew oa the CU mask wheel which has ] ports to hold the caliFration masks. Also 
shown is a caliFrated photodiode that can Fe ill,minated Fy the CU Feam to al,H-caliFrate the instr,ment.  

 

M? C5!59!B8 4N4!52 !54!@AO  
M?> !#0+ 4#+.H   

The airst _o,t ia a series oa SQ` spectrographs was F,ilt and eHtensiWely tested at CRALdVe. Aater eWal,ation oa the 
spectrograph peraormance, the system was send to AI? as a reaerence, as to meas,re the correct CCD integration with 
respect to the detector head and spectrograph optics. GiWen the tight tolerances res,lting arom the optical design and the 
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speciaication that 80n oa the ensU,ared energy oa the I4U point-spread-a,nction _?S4` sho,ld essentially Fe contained in 
S piHel, a carea,l alignment oa the CCD detectors, in partic,lar in tip-tilt, need to Fe ens,red. Ehile a meas,rement fig at 
BSO is ,sed to align the CCD chip correctly to the detector o,ter alange, the p,rpose oa the tests at AI? _see aig,re 11` is 
to Weriay the oWerall good image U,ality across the chip with the attached spectrograph, to estaFlish a common Fest aoc,s 
and to ens,re that all detector systems are interchangeaFle at all spectrographs.  

To peraorm the tests, the spectrograph aront end is ill,minated Fy a set oa pinholes with a diameter oa 10 microns, 
corresponding to 1j10 oa a slicer width. Ill,minating the pinholes with arc lamps _9g, Ne, re` res,lts in oWer ]00 ?S4s 
across the detector. 9oweWer, ,sing pinholes oa this si%e, the ?S4 at the CCD _with piHels oa 1] microns` is act,ally 
,nder-sampled. This ca,ses some diaaic,lties to meas,re the ensU,ared energy _A80` Wal,e directly. Instead, a re-
sampling onto a ainer grid and an interpolation is needed.  

   
4ig,re 11. The /USB spectrograph with attached detector Wessel on the test Fench at AI? _leat`. Two /USB detectors, attached to the 

spectrograph aor image U,ality tests and an integrating sphere aor alat-aielding.  

 

M?D !#0+ *#0.'+0  

As the detector testing has f,st commenced, only preliminary res,lts are aWailaFle at this stage. These indicate that it is 
possiFle to oFtain a common Fest aoc,s aor the mafority oa the points across the aield angle and across the waWelength 
range. The 80n ensU,ared energy Wal,e was meas,red to Fe within S.O piHels _see aig,re 1S`.    

    
4ig,re 1S. Leat: raw arame oa an image U,ality test eHpos,re, showing the emission line spots oa an 9gjNe arc-lamp. Right: /eas,red 
80n ensU,ared energy _A80` Wal,es oa the median ?S4s across the detector Wers,s diaaerent aoc,s positions. The A80 Wal,e at Fest 
aoc,s is S.] piHels.  
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P? 9BA9G34@BA4 
4or the /USB caliFration ,nit an optical design, incl,ding an apochromatic triplet, was chosen that closely mimics the 
VLT Feam. The ,se oa precision masks at the aocal plane allows an acc,rate caliFration oa the image U,ality oa the entire 
/USB optical train. Eith the airst spectrograph and detectors systems Feing man,aact,res, real testing oa the image 
U,ality oa indiWid,al I4U has commenced. The preliminary res,lts indicate an oWerall good image U,ality oa the /USB 
spectrograph-detector s,Fsystem.      
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